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Abstract

This paper presents a new fail safe node using
transputers for application in railway signalling
systems. The fail safe node provides fault tolerance
and safe reaction which are required for railway
signalling systems. The basic scheme, recovery and
reconfiguration aspects are discussed.

I Introduction
The multiple communication links and parallelism

provided by the transputer facilitate redundancy,
recovery and reconfiguration in a straight forward
manner[1-3]. Real time applications like fault tolerant
controller for gas turbine engines[4] and flight
controller[5] have been implemented using
transputers[2]. In the fault tolerant controller for
above applications[2,4], the tranputer system
configurations are broadly,

1) Overlapping triad topology based on dual lane
and with three transputers in each lane
[2,4].

2) Quadruplex systems
i) Hot Sparing system based on four transputers

and single spare [2].
ii) Four transputers system with multiple sample

rates and without standby.
3) star based systems [5],

In the above applications the controller software tasks
have been partitioned into groups of tasks and each
group of tasks is performed in each transputer and
thereby reducing software overhead and improve overall
software execution time. This however, would increase
the amount of communications because more intermediate
values have to be exchanged. The transient error
detection is provided by fault integrator mechanism
which distinguishes transient fault from persistent
fault. This however, does not suggest error recovery
mechanism from a transient fault which affects global
state information. In addition, in the above systems the
voting is done in each processor with the outputs
received from other processors. It is therefore
necessary to have fault detection mechanism available in
each transputer to detect faulty processor. In this
paper, we propose a new fail safe node which utilises
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the fault model and fault tolerant techniques given in
[2,4] and meets the requirements of railway signalling
overcoming the drawbacks of the nodes as given in
references above [2,4]. The Railway signalling
requirements, the basic scheme of fail safe node, the
recovery and reconfiguration aspects of the fail safe
node are described below:

II Railway signalling Reguirements

The Railway yard is required to facilitate and support
the following:
A) Signalling system for hazard free train movement.
B) Automatic train control system.
C) Hot axle detection system.
D) Wagon Identification system.
E) Telecommunication system for maintainence and

operations of yard functions.
F) Centralised Train control system.
G) Freight Operational Information system.

For this purpose, the yard is required to be provided
with data communications and voice communications
covering all the yard functions spread over the yard. A
typical estimated data rate is 180 kb/sec.

Ill Basic scheme of Fail Safe node

The Fail safe node of full duplex dual ring network
consists of four transputers (T1,T2,T3,T4) configured as
a mesh is shown in Fig. 1. The serial data of first
channel of dual ring (DR1) is processed by both Tl and
T2 in series. Normally Tl enables permissive outputs and
T2 enables restrictive outputs. Similarly the serial
data from second channel (DR2) is processed by T3 and T4
where T3 enables permissive outputs and T4 enables
restrictive outputs normally. The fail safe majority
voter requires fault detection mechanism to detect its
own faults as well as the faults of the other
processors. The election of leader requires fault
detection mechanism to detect faults in all the
processors so that processors do not elect faulty
processors. A faulty leader will give erroneous outputs
until the new leader is elected and this require
extensive testing of the processors to detect faults. A
new technique based on leadership on rotation basis
among the processors is proposed and is described
below:

a)Leadership Based on Rotation

The selection of leadership on rotationship basis for
a fixed tenure time does not have the above
disadvantages as it has small overheads due to
leadership based on rotationship. The leadership based
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on rotation, begins with transputer Tl and after the
necessary processing Tl transfers the leadership to the
next transputer in clockwise direction (T2). In case
transputer Tl fails to transfer leadership on account of
link/processor fault then after certain time out period
maintained by T2, the leadership is assumed by T2 (i.e
transputer next to Tl in clockwise direction (T2) and so
on). The time out period is chosen to be much less than
safe reaction time. The rotationship visualises a leader
for a short time such that its actions for a slow real
time system do not lead to disastrous consequences as
corrective action can be taken by subsequent leader. The
leader transputer is responsible for the clock
Synchronization, recovery and reconfiguration. Each
transputer communicates with the two neighbouring
transputers through its serial links to gather their
output status and also the output of the other
transputer which is directly connected only to the
neighbouring transputer. The transputer mesh network
link conditions are also conveyed by the neighbouring
transputers. The above communication is performed
regularly to monitor the transputer mesh network. The
leader transputer also conveys its clock reference time
to the remaining transputers enabling the other
transputers to synchronize their global reference time
to that of leader's reference time. Also, the leader
transputer maintains global state information to
facilitate recovery of any transputer.

b) Recovery in fail safe node

A fault is detected, if a transputer assumes its
leadership on timeout instead of leadership of transfer
of leadership from the neighbouring transputer. The
fault could be transient fault or permanent. The
mechanisms for recovery from transient fault is
discussed below:

Recovery from transient fault which has not
affected the state information is based on Retry. The
Super Process of each transputer compares its output
with the corresponding outputs of the other transputers.
In case there is a disagreement between its own output
and other transputer outputs, the Super Process
initiates a Retry. If the disagreement persists then the
Super Process of the Transputer would procure the state
information from any one of the neighbouring transputer
when the neighbouring transputer has the leadership with
it. The current state information, is provided to the
application process for forward recovery. The recovery
does not require checkpoints and rollback. The recovery
does not require catching up and it is smooth as it can
get the state information from the leader transputer.



0) Reconfiguration
The Processor fault/link fault in the network is

ascertained by majority vote at the leader transputer
from among the outputs of the other transputers. The
reconfiguration for faults are shown in Fig. 2(a), 2(b),
2(c). For these faults, both vital safety systems and
Non vital safety systems continue to operate.
When more than two transputers become faulty, node is
bypassed and safe shutdown of vital safety systems is
performed.

d)8afe Shut Down

The fail safe node supports both vital safety systems
and non vital safety systems. The vital safety system
cannot operate once the number of faults in the node
become two or more. In that event , the fail safe node
should bring the safety systems to a safe state before
the safety systems are shut down. The system functions
for this purpose can be categorised into three parts:

a) For functions which have permissive as well as
restrictive states - shift to more restrictive state.

b) There are certain functional state, in which all
the states of the system are equally permissive or
restrictive. In such a situation, maintain the status
quo (i.e no change). For example, in the signalling
system, the points and level crossing should remain
status quo.

c) There are certain functions which should not
only maintain status quo but the last operated position
or state cannot be changed without appropriate recovery
procedure. (i.e change of last operated state is not
automatically possible on recovery.)
The safety systems should be driven to their safe state

before initiating their shut down by the fail safe
nodes.
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